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STory

...a gate to the 
other dimension open 

in front of you.

unless...climb to the highest 
tower...

my house destroyed. 
my family in danger.

that day i´d saved princess from the 
yaffar´s hands.

nobody fucks me one 
videogame afternoon.

i must defeat...

...that monster 
named zul.
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controls
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gameplay

cleverness

- goals.

your house has been raided by evil. zul, a bad 
creature from other dimension, has fallen apart 
all around you.

your family is in danger. your favourite game has 
been broken and scattered between worlds. 
explore everything cleverness and control 
connected world´s physics , save your family, find 
secrets and defeat zul with the recovered light.

- movable items.

THESE ARE connected and interactive objects. 
They move and replicate moves between worls. 
hay 3 tipos:

red table.
they can´t move, but they have mirror move 
from the other side simetric item.

Green Table.
normal move, one by one box.

yellow table.
they move in complete lines, until they 
collide against wall or another item.

- holes.

interactive items that desappear when a item 
collide with. the movable item fall and desappear 
too.
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- portals.

The point between worlds. You can pass through in 3 
differents ways (center, above and under). You will appear 
on the opposite and crossed side.

- enemies.

they can elimnate you. run away from them or lock their 
shoots.

- Doors and upstairs.

Connect rooms (doors) and floors in the house. the 
otherside doors (purple color) may contain secrets o 
traps.

- collectables.

get endgame can be easy. but explore and get all game 
items will define you like a real puzzle videogame player.

haunting enemy.
he´s slow, but he will walk behind you 
forever. ESCAPE from him.

shooting enemy.
one of them shoots horizontal (1) and 
another shoots vertical (2). you can block 
their shoots paths.

light.
basic item. you need at least 5 to reach the 
last encounter. there are 10.

parts of tape.
your prince of persia tape (amstrad cpc464) 
have been destroyed. find 5 of them.

Family.
you family are in danger. terrified, they are 
waiting for your clever help. you are 5 in 
house.

1 2
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prince of persia easter eggs

at the beginning, you start just after a portal 
appears while you were playing prince of persia 
run.

you are a fanatic of this game. in your room you 
have a prince of persia figures, near to your 
amstrad cpc464.
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your cassette of prince of persia game have been 
destroyed. so its become a easter egg in a 
collectable item in the game.

in a part of the game, 
you meet DaSTAN (name 
of prince of persia saga 
hero that appears in 
the movie “Prince of 
Persia: Sands of Time”.

In the end of the game, 
there is a last prince 
of persia easter egg, 
which we encourage to 
discover by yourself.
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